Fast File System(FFS) utilizes large disk bandwidth to improve the write performance of large files. One way to improve the performance is to write multiple blocks of a large file at a single disk I/O through the disk bandwidth. However, rather than disk bandwidth, the performance of small file writes is limited by disk access times significantly impacted by disk movements such as disk seek and rotation because FFS writes each of small files at a single disk write. We propose CW-FFS (Co-Writing Fast File System) to improve the write performance of small files by minimizing the disk movements that are needed to write small files to disks. Its key technique called co-writing scheme is to dynamically collect multiple small files named by a given directory and then write them at a single disk I/O to contiguous disk locations. Co-writing several small files at a single disk I/O reduces multiple disk movements that are needed for small file writes to one single disk movement, thus increasing the overall write performance of write-intensive applications.
begin // Let b be a block in file cache being flushed to disk find file f such that a block b ∈ f set fsize to the total number of blocks of f if fsize > 12 then store only the current block b to disk at one disk I/O store the metadata (i.e., inode) for f return end if find cylinder group cg corresponding to directory d such that f ∈ d find a contiguous free space, cspace in cg using the algorithm shown in Section 3.3. if cspace does not exist then store only the current block b to disk at one disk I/O store the metadata for f return end if get a dedicated buffer buf of the cspace size in memory get the smallest file fs in file cache such that fs ∈ d while buf is not full && fs exists do move fs into buf get the smallest file fs in file cache such that fs ∈ d end while store buf to disk at one disk I/O update metadata for files being co-written to disk. end FFS  CW-FFS  0%  30% 50% 70%  0%  30% 50% 70%  쓰 기  9 
